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Abstract—Path validation has already been incrementally de-
ployed in the Internet architecture. It secures packet forwarding
by enabling end hosts to negotiate specific forwarding paths and
enforcing on-path routers to prove their forwarding behaviors
along these paths. Most existing path validation solutions target
static paths, paying less attention to fully dynamic paths that sup-
port flexible routing. In this paper, we present Hummingbird as
the first validation solution over fully dynamic paths. It features a
hidden equal-probability sampling technique. Gaining efficiency
via routers probabilistically sampling packets to validate, we craft
the sampling probability such that each router validates a similar
amount of packets given an unknown path length. We further
hide the state of whether a packet has been sampled and validated
using a lightweight, non-cryptographic scheme. This prevents
attackers from differentiating and selectively mis-forwarding
packets. We validate security and efficiency of Hummingbird
through both theoretical proof and experimental evaluation.

Index Terms—Path validation, dynamic routing, hidden equal-
probability sampling.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a fundamental feature for future secure Internet [1]–[3],
path validation has already been incrementally deployed [4]. It
enforces packet forwarding along designated paths and verifies
whether packets actually follow the paths meanwhile [5]. In
comparison with traditional forwarding that is transparent to
end hosts, path validation can effectively mitigate various
attacks such as re-routing [6], BGP hijacking [7], and packet
tampering [8], [9]. There have a series of initiative path-aware
Internet architectures to advocate path validation—NIRA [10],
NEBULA [11], and SCION [1], [2]. The essential design
strategy is to require that on-path routers add their proofs
in packet headers [5], [12]–[19]. Then routers can use such
proofs to validate packet forwarding, that is, which routers a
packet has traversed and in what order. Recently, SCIONLab
[4] has deployed various routers supporting path validation
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around the globe. It provides an absolute stimulus for adoption
and practise of path validation.

However, existing path validation solutions focus mostly
on static paths and do not apply to fully dynamic paths.
Static path validation solutions (e.g., ICING [5], OPT [12] and
EPIC [14]) drop packets once they discover route deviation.
This limits their agility to adjust forwarding paths when, for
example, network congestion or malicious routers need be
avoided [20]–[24]. It is practically necessary to investigate how
to enforce path validation while dynamically diverting packets
among multiple allowed paths. A fully dynamic path raises
two specific challenges for path validation. First, routers can
flexibly adjust routing policies according to real-time network
status [20]–[24]. This brings more freedom for routers to
forward packets and offers them more chances to respond
more quickly upon unforeseen situations where the network
topology changes. Second, given the possibility of switching
to different forwarding paths, it is even hard to predict the
exact length of the actually taken forwarding path from the
source to the destination. Both challenges of unknown path
and length render existing solutions infeasible for dynamic
path validation.

In this paper, we take on the challenge and present Hum-
mingbird as the first dynamic path validation solution. Inspired
by PPV [13], we use probabilistic sampling toward efficient
validation of packets over fully dynamic paths. However,
the sampling scheme in PPV requires a known path length
as a critical parameter that achieves secure sampling. We
leverage the reservoir sampling technique [25] to design an
equal-probability sampling over a dynamic path with unknown
path length. Specifically, it guarantees that the probability of
a packet being sampled by a router yet not by any of its
downstream routers be identical. Only with such an equal
probability can we guarantee that attackers cannot select a
router with a low probability of sampling to selectively at-
tack. Furthermore, we design a lightweight non-cryptographic
scheme to protect the sampling indicator in packet headers.
Again, such a hidden sample state prevents selective attacks
from distinguishing whether a packet is sampled and will be
verified in the next hop.

We implement Hummingbird as well as a non-sampling
Baseline using the Click router [26]. Hummingbird outper-
forms Baseline in terms of packet processing speed and net-
work throughput, being more efficient as path length increases.
To better understand the efficiency scale of Hummingbird in a
well accepted context, we also use state-of-the-art static path
validation solutions—PPV [13] and EPIC [14]—as references.
First, the overhead of Hummingbird header fields is 101 bytes
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irrespective with path length; while the state-of-the-art sam-
pling based solution—PPV [13]—imposes a 64-byte header
overhead. Second, Hummingbird can achieve a throughput
of 1.48 Gbps given a single-core machine with a 10 Gbps
link. This comparative to the state-of-the-art high-speed EPIC
[14], which yields a throughput of 1.71 Gbps in the same
experimental setting.

In summary, we make the following major contributions to
path validation.

• We present Hummingbird as the first solution that can ef-
ficiently validate packet forwarding along dynamic paths
with unknown path length.

• We design an equal-probability sampling technique with-
out path length as a priori. We further explore a
lightweight, non-cryptographic scheme to hide the in-
dicator bit of whether a packet has been sampled and
needs to be verified. Both strategies prevent attackers
from distinguishing sampled and unsampled packets and
thus prevent them from selectively attacking packet for-
warding, to which the state-of-the-art probabilistic PPV
is vulnerable [13].

• We implement Hummingbird using the Click router [26]
and DPDK [27] and validate its security and efficiency
through extensive experiments. It can preserve the hidden
equal-probability sampling property and achieve a com-
parative throughput to the state-of-the-art path validation
solutions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
models dynamic path validation and underlines the necessity
of exploring a corresponding solution. Section III accordingly
presents Hummingbird as the first path validation solution that
supports fully dynamic paths. Section IV details the Hum-
mingbird design. Section V and Section VI validate security
and efficiency of Hummingbird through theoretical analysis
and experimental evaluation, respectively. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper and indicates future work.

II. PROBLEM

In this section, we define the problem of dynamic path
validation. We then investigate the incompatibility of existing
path validation solutions to dynamic path validation.

A. System Model

Figure 1 illustrates the system model of our interest. It
follows the architecture of SCIONLab [4], a deployed path
validation platform in the Internet. SCIONLab deploys various
routers supporting path validation around the globe. Given
the deployment cost, an autonomous system (AS) may or
may not be selected. Since such SCIONLab routers enforce
path validation, we consider them trusted. In contrast, we
consider any other routers without path validation incorporated
as potentially malicious or untrusted [8], [9] (Section II-B).
Figure 1 illustrates a network that consists of a minority of
trusted routers and a majority of untrusted routers.

AS0 AS1

AS2 AS3

R0

R1

R2

UntrustedTrusted

Fig. 1: System model with routers supporting dynamic path
validation [4]. Routers R0, R1, and R2 incorporated with path
validation functions are considered trusted.
They preserve packet integrity and forwarding correctness. In

contrast, other routers may attack packet integrity and
forwarding. Routers (e.g., R0) can dynamically adjust
forwarding paths in real time to fit network status.

B. Adversary Model

As with existing solutions [5], [12]–[16], we consider an
active attacker that succeeds if it can forge a proof to pass
path validation. Specifically, any router that does not enforce
path validation in Figure 1 might be a potential attacker. The
ultimate goal of proof forging is to make a mis-forwarded
packet deemed valid. According to the requirement of path
validation, a valid packet should traverse through routers on
the designated forwarding path in the correct order. Once the
attacker bypasses an on-path router, redirects packets to a
different path, or injects a forged packet to the forwarding
path, corresponding packets should be detected and discarded.
Sophisticated attackers may collude with each other to gain
further attack leverage by, for example, correlating packet
contents. Path validation should also be robust against such
a collusion attack. We will demonstrate Hummingbird robust-
ness against various attacks in Section V. Preserving privacy
[28] is considered out of the scope.

C. Incompatibility of Existing Path Validation Solutions

Albeit dynamic path validation is comparatively critical
as static path validation, we observe that existing solutions
cannot effectively validate dynamic paths. Specifically, they
all require a priori knowledge of the entire forwarding path.
This can be easily observed from most existing solutions that
target only static paths [5], [12]–[16]. For example, ICING
[5] requires that each router beware the forwarding path it is
on such that it can provide its own credentials to downstream
routers as well as verify credentials of upstream routers toward
itself. OPT [12] and follow-up solutions [14], [15], [17]–
[19] improve efficiency through enabling a trusted source to
precompute credentials for downstream routers. In contrast
with earlier solutions, PPV [13] further boosts validation
efficiency by requiring that a packet be validated by only
two sampled adjacent routers. It uses a flow of packets to
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jointly testify the forwarding correctness along the path. Packet
sampling is uniformly distributed across routers, that is, each
router samples a relatively equal amount of packets so no
router suffers from biased testification. This requires the exact
value of path length to determine the sampling probability on
each router.

Among existing solutions, Atlas [19] and PSVM [16]
embrace more than one single static path yet still do not
support fully dynamic paths. Atlas [19] initiates path validation
for networks with multipath routing. Mutipath routing allows
a forwarding path to divert. Atlas proposes a hierarchical
validation technique to compress proofs of multiple paths. The
key benefit is removing redundant proof fields of overlapping
routers on more than one path. However, it not only targets
static paths but also induces a high overhead to carry multipath
proofs in packets. PSVM [16] does not encode all multipath
proofs into packets. Instead, the source follows the initial
routing decision to encode proofs in a segment wise way. A
trusted agent from service providers called Credible Guarantee
Agent (CGA) handles dynamic routing. If a forwarding path
needs to divert, CGA informs the corresponding router with
the new routing decision. Moreover, CGA pre-computes proofs
for all segments on the new path and issues them to the
diverting router, which uses these new proofs to replace the
carried proofs in the received packets. Albeit promising higher
flexibility and efficiency than Atlas does, PSVM still requires
any adjusted path to be known prior to packet forwarding.
CGA may also be vulnerable to a single point of failure in
highly dynamic networks.

Note that path validation also shines forth in recent reliable
forwarding solutions for Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
[29]–[34]. The key difference between hardware logics on
SDN switches and Internet routers is that SDN switches rely
more on matching-then-forwarding [35]. Different from Inter-
net routers, SDN switches lack sufficient computation power
to directly support various operations enforced by existing path
validation solutions. They thus have to resort either 1) to the
controller for examining rule conflicts [29], [31], collecting
and analyzing flow statistics [30], [33] or 2) to end-hosts for
verifying forwarding correctness of received packets [32], [34].
In this paper, we concentrate on path validation in the Internet
infrastructure, where enroute routers should directly enforce
validation computation alongside packet processing.

Beyond existing path validation solutions, we take the
challenge to enforce forwarding validation over fully dynamic
paths. A fully dynamic path raises three specific challenges
for path validation. First, routers can flexibly adjust routing
policies according to real-time network status [20], [22]–
[24]. For example, R0 in Figure 1 features two possible
forwarding paths to bridge the two users. Second, packets
may be attacked while they are traversing through untrusted
routers. For example, both outgoing paths from R0 go through
untrusted routers. In corporation with other enroute trusted
routers (e.g., R1 and R2), R0 should use credentials agreed
upon among trusted routers to create a proof of sufficient
security. Third, given the possibility of switching to different
forwarding paths, it is even hard to predict the exact length
of the actually taken forwarding path from the source to

the destination. However, existing solutions usually require a
known path as a priori [5], [12]–[19] as we have discussed
in Section II-C. These challenges render them infeasible for
dynamic path validation.

III. OVERVIEW

In this section, we propose Hummingbird as the first take of
efficient validation for fully dynamic paths. It gains efficiency
via routers probabilistically sampling packets to validate. We
explore two design techniques to guarantee a hidden equal-
probability sampling.
• First, we craft the sampling probability of each router

using unknown path length such that each on-path router
validates a similar amount of packets. This makes sure
that every segment of the forwarding path can be vali-
dated.

• Second, we hide the state of whether a packet has
been sampled and validated using a lightweight, non-
cryptographic scheme. This prevents the attacker from
selectively mis-forwarding validated packets that, if not
sampled and validated again, are more exploitable to
evade path validation.

Inspired by PPV [13], Hummingbird adopts probabilistic
sampling to strive for efficient validation of packets over
fully dynamic paths. It features the following key ideas and
properties.
Applicability to flexible routing. Hummingbird is the first
lightweight solution that totally fits in a dynamic network
without having to know the forwarding path in advance.
Since the source does not need to compute assurances for
all the downstream nodes based on a specified path, routers
can choose their own next hop according to the flexible
routing policy under real time network status. This brings more
freedom for routers to forward packets and offers them more
chances to respond more quickly upon unforeseen situations
where the network topology changes.
Equal-probability sampling. Probabilistic sampling is orig-
inally proposed for boosting path validation efficiency [13].
It requires that only sampled packets be embedded with
router proofs and verified later on. Guaranteeing an equal
probability of sampling is thus critical for security. Only with
an equal probability can we guarantee that attackers cannot
select a router with a low probability of sampling to selectively
attack. For example, an attacker may manipulate packets
toward routers that unlikely sample them and evade detection.
However, given an unknown path length, it is challenging to
assign such sampling probabilities once for all.

We leverage the reservoir sampling technique [25] toward an
equal-probability sampling over a dynamic path with unknown
path length. It is a randomized algorithm that aims to select
k items from a set S containing n items, where n is a large
or unknown number. It may re-sample sampled packets. Each
router has independent sampling probability. Since path valida-
tion focuses on a single packet rather than the entire flow, the
setting is equivalent to the reservoir sampling when k = 1 with
an unknown length of router sequence. We accordingly define
the equal-probability sampling that Hummingbird supports as
follows.
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Fig. 2: Hummingbird workflow.

TABLE I: Comparison of properties that different solutions
satisfy 3, partially satisfy 3∗, and do not satisfy 7.

Solution Property

Dynamic Equal-probability Hidden

ICING [5] 7 7 7
OPT [12] 7 7 7

OSV [17], [18] 7 7 7
Atomos [15] 7 7 7

Atlas [19] 7 7 7
EPIC [14] 7 7 7
PPV [13] 7 3 7

PSVM [16] 3∗ 7 7
Hummingbird (this paper) 3 3 3

Definition 1. The probability of a packet being sampled by
a router yet not by any of its downstream routers should be
identical.

Hidden sampling state. Unlike PPV that stores the sampling
address in plaintext [13], we hide the packet sampling state
about whether the packet is sampled and use a lightweight
technique to help routers verify. Packets need a header field
to indicate whether they are sampled or not [13]. Such a
field helps a router to detect a sampled packet and verify
its validation proof. It should be tamper-resistant to prevent
strategic attacks. Otherwise, the attacker may strategically mis-
forward only unsampled packets to avoid detection. Further-
more, the attacker may even modify it from a sampled state
to an unsampled state. We protect the sample state via a
lightweight keyed scheme. This prevents selective attacks from
distinguishing whether a packet is sampled and will be verified
in the next hop.

Table I compares Hummingbird with existing path valida-
tion solutions in terms of the three properties—applicability
to flexible routing, equal-probability sampling, and hidden
sampling state. Most solutions focus on static path validation.
Only PSVM [16] partially satisfies applicability to dynamic
networks because it still requires the information of the new
path upon path switching. In contrast, our Hummingbird
supports fully dynamic paths and stands out as the first solution
that satisfies all the three properties.

IV. DESIGN

In this section, we detail the Hummingbird design. We
start with a high level workflow of Hummingbird functions.
We then detail the Hummingbird header fields, followed by
how they are constructed and verified via each function with
notations and abbreviations defined in Table II. Finally, we
synthesize all these functions into the Hummingbird algorithm.

TABLE II: Definition of notations and abbreviations.

Notation Definition

Src source node
Dst destination node
Ri on-path trusted router
P the packet involving in path validation

Kij shared symmetric key between Ri and Rj

Flag packet sampling state
HiddenSample ciphertext of packet sampling state

HopCount number of nodes the packet has passed through
DataHash hash of the packet payload
SessionID identifier of a session
T imestamp creation time of the packet

V alidationProof proof field for Ri to verify
Concealment proof field for Dst to verify

H(·) cryptographic hash function
MACK(·) message authentication code using key K

PRF a pseudo random function used for sampling

A. Workflow

Hummingbird synthesizes six major processing functional-
ities on a router.
• SrcInitialization takes effect only on the source.

It initializes Hummingbird header fields.
• EpSampling decides whether a router should sample a

packet and add its credentials for the next hop to validate.
• Construction computes the aforementioned router

credentials.
• Verification verifies whether a received packet is

sampled by the previous hop and, if yes, verifies the
credentials of the previous hop.

• Update updates Hummingbird header fields for packets
that are not sampled and embedded with router creden-
tials.

• DstVerification takes effect only on the destina-
tion. It verifies a packet-specific proof generated by the
source.

Figure 2 illustrates the workflow of Hummingbird. We
sketch how it guides packet processing on the source, inter-
mediate, and destination routers as follows.
Source. The source first invokes SrcInitialization to
generate packet metadata as the packet’s initial state and
a proof for the destination. Moreover, the equal-probability
sampling design enables the source to sample every packet
(Section IV-C). The source then invokes Construction to
generate a path validation proof for the next hop to verify.
Intermediate routers. Upon receiving a packet, an interme-
diate router first invokes EpSampling to determine whether
to sample the packet. If the sample-state indicator Flag is
generated to be 1, the router invokes Construction to
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generate a path validation proof for the next hop to verify.
Otherwise, it invokes Verification to verify Humming-
bird header fields. If verification succeeds, the router proceeds
with Update for updating Hummingbird header fields before
forwarding the packet to the next hop.
Destination. The destination need not sample a packet since it
has no next hop to prove to. Instead, the destination conducts
the same verification process via Verification as an
intermediate router and an additional DstVerification
for verifying the proof initialized by the source. Only if
a packet passes all verification throughout intermediate and
destination routers can it be accepted by the destination as
valid.

B. Hummingbird Header Structure

We introduce the header fields for Hummingbird to validate
dynamic paths between the IP and TCP headers. This design
philosophy follows the tradition of exiting path validation
solutions [5], [12]–[15]. The major reason is because that
validation fields and IP header fields together drive the for-
warding process. Appending validation fields right after the
IP header facilitates packet parsing. As shown in Figure 3, the
Hummingbird header consists of seven fields. Four of them—
SessionID, Timestamp, DataHash, HopCount—are not crypto-
graphically protected; they need be computed into some or all
the other three keyed fields—HiddenSample, ValidationProof,
Concealment.
SessionID, Timestamp, and DataHash define packet meta-
data and stay constant across routers, following the design of
existing solutions.
• SessionID represents the identifier of a communication

session. It is synchronized by the source and destination
at the begging of a session.

• Timestamp records the generation time of a packet at
the source. It helps routers verify packet freshness and
mitigate replay attacks [12].

• Datahash is the hash value of the packet payload. It is
used for integrity check.

HopCount records the number of routers that the packet
has traversed and is incremented hop by hop. It is a critical
parameter for deriving equal-probability sampling albeit with
unknown length of a dynamic path (Section IV-C).
ValidationProof. If a router decides to sample a packet, it
computes its packet-spefic credentials into ValidationProof for
the next hop router to verify (Section IV-E).
HiddenSample. Packets need a header field to indicate
whether they are sampled or not [13]. Such a field helps a
router to detect a sampled packet and verify its Validation-
Proof. It should be tamper-resistant to prevent strategic attacks
(Section IV-D). Otherwise, the attacker may strategically mis-
forward only unsampled packets to avoid detection. Further-
more, the attacker may even modify it from a sampled state
to an unsampled state.
Concealment. Finally, we introduce the Concealment field for
the destination to verify packet integrity in case a packet and
corresponding DataHash are altered after its last verification.
Specifically, Hummingbird requires that a sampled packet be

HiddenSample DataHash

SessionID

TimeStamp

HopCount Packet 
Metadata

Validation
Proof Concealment

IP Header

Hummingbird

TCP Header

Fig. 3: Hummingbird header structure.

Algorithm 1: Equal-Probability Sampling
1 Function EpSampling:
2 Flag ← 0;
3 if Ri is the destination then
4 break;

5 ρ← PRF (0, HopCount);
6 //PRF generates a random integer ∈ [0, HopCount];
7 if ρ == HopCount then
8 Flag ← 1;

9 return Flag;

verified immediately on the next hop router. Any alteration
over the packet can be detected upon verification of the
ValidationProof field. However, if the verified packet is never
sampled again, the additional Concealment field should help
the destination to verify packet integrity. It is accordingly
computed as a MAC value of packet metadata using the shared
key of the source and destination (Section IV-H).

C. Equal-Probability Sampling

We leverage the reservoir sampling technique [25] toward an
equal-probability sampling over a dynamic path with unknown
path length. As Algorithm 1 shows, the sampling function
EpSampling is effective yet simple. It takes only HopCount
as the input. The output is a single-bit indicator called Flag.
If EpSampling returns 0 for Flag, the corresponding router
need not sample the packet to embed ValidationProof. Oth-
erwise, if Flag is set as 1, the router computes and adds its
credentials to the ValidationProof field (Section IV-E). The
assignment of Flag depends on the value of the random integer
ρ generated by PRF (line 5). Only when ρ is equal to
HopCount is Flag set as 1.

Although HopCount appears to have the same functionality
as the time-to-live (TTL) field that records the number of
routers traversed by a packet, it cannot be replaced by TTL.
The main purpose of HopCount field is acting as a parameter
in Algorithm 1 to achieve the equal-probability sampling. As
required by the reservoir sampling algorithm [25], sampling
towards an unknown size needs a positive incremental pa-
rameter. However, TTL is a decreasing parameter. It is only
applicable as a sampling parameter when the path length
is known and fixed [13]. Furthermore, one may consider to
choose the time that a packet receives by each enroute router
as a readily available positive incremental parameter. However,
it is not as stable as the hop-count number since such times
of receipt can be easily affected by network congestion and
packet processing speed.
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Theorem 1. Hummingbird using Algorithm 1 can guarantee
the property of equal-probability sampling in Definition 1.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that upon the packet
reaches the destination, the full path consists of N routers
with the source and destination inclusive. Let Pn denote the
probability of the nth router sampling the packet. On the nth
router, HopCount is equal to n−1. The probability of ρ being
equal to n−1 is 1/((n−1)−0+1) = 1/n (line 5). Therefore,
the probability of Flag being set as 1 (i.e., Pn) is equal to 1/n
(lines 7-8). According to Definition 1, the equal probability
property focuses on the probability of a packet being sampled
by a router yet not by any of its downstream routers. We can
accordingly calculate such probability for the nth router as
follows:

Pn ·
N∏

k=n+1

(1− Pk) =
1

n
·

N∏
k=n+1

(1− 1

k
)

=
1

n
·

N∏
k=n+1

(
k − 1

k
)

=
1

n
· n

n+ 1
· n+ 1

n+ 2
· · · N − 1

N

=
1

N
.

Once the dynamic path ends up being an N -hop path, the
equal sampling probability can be guaranteed as 1/N . This
proves Theorem 1.

D. Hidden Sample State

We protect the exact value of Flag via a keyed hash—
HiddenSample. The construction function of HiddenSample
should satisfy the following properties:
• For the same packet, HiddenSample should vary per hop

regardless of the value of Flag.
• For different packets in the same flow, the values of their

HiddenSample should be different and uncorrelated on
the same router even if they have identical Flag.

Both properties guarantee that the attacker cannot infer the
value Flag by correlating HiddenSample of the same packet
across routers or of different packets on the same router.
A straightforward solution is to use a MAC using the
shared key between adjacent routers (e.g., Ki(i+1) shared
by router Ri that samples the packet and its next hop
router Ri+1) and taking Flag and DataHash as inputs—
MACKi(i+1)

(Flag||DataHash). Ki(i+1) varies per path seg-
ment and helps satisfy the first property. DataHash varies with
packet per se and helps satisfy the second property. However,
we observe that we do not necessarily use computations as
complex as MAC to protect Flag.

Instead, we adopt a lightweight keyed hash to construct
HiddenSample as follows.

HiddenSample = H(Flag||DataHash||HopCount||Ki(i+1)).

We include HopCount as the input because its integrity
should also be protected. Otherwise, the attacker may tamper

with HopCount to breach equal-probability sampling (Sec-
tion IV-C).

We now analyze the security of our HiddenSample design.
First, we append the shared key as a suffix to prevent the
length extension attack possible when the key used as a
prefix [36], [37]. Second, HiddenSample is robust against
hash collision. Through a hash collision attack, the attacker
aims to forge some or all of Flag, HopCount, and DataHash
without knowing the key Ki(i+1), given a specific value of
HiddenSample to satisfy. Given an n-bit hash result, a brute-
force attack requires O(2n) trials to find a pair of inputs
with the same hash result while the faster Birthday attack
takes O(2n/2) [38]. In comparison with finding any pair of
collided inputs, it should be harder to find a specific message
(Flag||DataHash||HopCount||Ki(i+1)) such that its hash
result is collided with a given HiddenSample. Consider a
256-bit HiddenSample (Section VI). It requires more than
O(2256/2) = O(2128) trials to forge HiddenSample through a
hash collision attack. This is commonly deemed as impractical
for an attacker.

We use only one round of computation and comparison of
HiddenSample to cover three possible cases (i.e., Flag = 0,
Flag = 1, and altered packet). Upon received a packet, a router
Ri recovers the hidden sample state by first calculating:

HiddenSample′ = H(0||DataHash||HopCount||K(i−1)i).

If HiddenSample’ matches the carried HiddenSample in the
received packet, router Ri makes sure that the packet is
not sampled by its previous hop and need not verify the
ValidationProof field. Otherwise, either the packet is sampled
by Ri−1 (i.e., Flag = 1) or altered (e.g., in fields of Flag,
DataHash, or HopCount) in between Ri−1 and Ri, router Ri

proceeds with verifying ValidationProof (Section IV-E).

E. Validation Proof

If a router samples a packet, it computes ValidationProof
following existing schemes [39].

V alidationProof

= MACKi(i+1)
(Metadata||HopCount||Concealment),

where Metadata = SessionID||Timestamp||DataHash. We dis-
cuss how such a design of ValidationProof can reveal packet
mis-forwarding and tampering along with its verification pro-
cess.

A router verifies ValidationProof if it determines that Flag
is not equal to 0 (Section IV-D). To verify the integrity
of packet payload, the router first recomputes the hash of
the received payload and compares with DataHash. If they
do not match, the payload may have been modified and
the packet is discarded. Otherwise, the router continues to
compute ValidationProof′ as follows:

V alidationProof ′

= MACK(i−1)i
(Metadata||HopCount||Concealment).

If ValidationProof′ is equal to ValidationProof, verification
succeeds. Otherwise, verification fails and the packet is dis-
carded.
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F. Verification

If a router does not sample a packet, it needs to verify
the carried ValidationProof if the packet is unsampled by the
previous hop. The router first uses the HiddenSample field to
verify whether this is so (as in Section IV-D). If the packet
is not unsampled in the previous hop (i.e., Flag ! = 0),
then the router verifies the ValidationProof field as detailed
in Section IV-E.

G. Update

If a router samples a packet, it updates Hummingbird
header fields before forwarding the sampled packet as follows
(Section IV-D, IV-E):

HopCount = HopCount+ 1,

HiddenSample = H(1||DataHash||HopCount||Ki(i+1)),

V alidationProof

= MACKi(i+1)
(Metadata||HopCount||Concealment).

If a router does not sample a packet or compute its cre-
dentials into ValidationProof (Section IV-E), it should also
update various Hummingbird header fields before forwarding
the packet to the next hop. This mainly aims to prevent packet
correlation and guarantee the hidden sample state. Moreover,
if the router decides to verify the packet’s ValidationProof
(Section IV-F), update follows verification. Specifically, the
update process targets the following three fields:

HopCount = HopCount+ 1,

HiddenSample = H(0||DataHash||HopCount||Ki(i+1)),

V alidationProof = 128-bit random value.

Of particular emphasis is updating ValidationProof with a
random value. We make it appear as random even if it is
not computed as for a sampled packet in Section IV-E. If it
remains unchanged, the attacker notices this by correlating the
packet before and after it traverses the router. An unmodified
ValidationProof reveals that the packet is not sampled on the
router. This violates our goal of hiding the sample state via
HiddenSample. Since ValidationProof of an unsampled packet
need not be verified on the next hop, we therefore guarantee
its randomness simply using a fast-to-generate random value
yet without sacrificing correctness.

H. Hummingbird Algorithm

Finally, we wrap up Hummingbird design with an algo-
rithmic synthesis of the aforementioned functions. Together
with Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 formalizes Hummingbird-
enabled router functionalities in Figure 2. EpSampling
(Algorithm 1), Construction, Verification, and
Update (lines 8-31 in Algorithm 2) are detailed in Sec-
tion IV-C∼Section IV-G, respectively. We now complement
them with how the source initiates path validation over a
packet (i.e., SrcInitialization), how the intermediate
trusted routers process the packet (i.e., Construction,
Verification, and Update), and how the destination
finally accepts the packet (i.e., DstVerification).

Algorithm 2: Hummingbird Validation Functions
1 Function SrcInitialization:
2 //assume shared key Kij between Ri and Rj ;
3 DataHash ← H(payload);
4 SessionID ← identifier of the current session;
5 T imestamp ← creation time of packet;
6 Metadata← DataHash||SessionID||T imestamp;
7 Concealment ← MACK0n(Metadata);

8 Function Construction:
9 HopCount← HopCount+ 1;

10 HiddenSample
← H(1||DataHash||HopCount||Ki(i+1));

11 V alidationProof ←
MACKi(i+1)

(Metadata||HopCount||Concealment);

12 Function Verification:
13 HiddenSample′

← H(0||HopCount||DataHash||K(i−1)i);
14 if HiddenSample′ ! = HiddenSample then
15 DataHash′ ← H(payload);
16 if DataHash′ == DataHash then
17 δ =Metadata||HopCount||Concealment);
18 V alidationProof ′ ← MACK(i−1)i

(δ);
19 if V alidationProof ′ == V alidationProof

then
20 Flag ← 0;
21 Update;

22 else
23 Discard the packet;

24 else
25 Discard the packet;

26 else
27 Update;

28 Function Update:
29 HopCount← HopCount+ 1;
30 HiddenSample

← H(0||HopCount||DataHash||Ki(i+1));

31 V alidationProof
$←− {0,1}128;

32 Function DstVerification:
33 DataHash′ ← H(payload);
34 Metadata′ ← DataHash′||SessionID||T imestamp;
35 Concealment′ ← MACK0n(Metadata′);
36 if Concealment′ == Concealment then
37 Accept the packet;

38 else
39 Discard the packet;

SrcInitialization runs on the source and instantiates
packet metadata and source signature. Specifically, packet
metadata consists of SessionID, Timestamp, and DataHash
(lines 3-6 in Algorithm 2). Then the source signs Metadata
using its shared key K0n with the destination with CMAC
[40] (line 7):

Concealment = MACK0n
(Metadata).

Concealment simultaneously validates packet integrity (Data-
Hash) and freshness (SessionID and Timestamp) as well as
source authenticity (K0n).
Construction, Verification, and Update run on

intermediate trusted routers. They are responsible for the
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validation management. Once a router receives a packet, it first
invokes EpSampling to check whether the packet is sam-
pled. If the returned result shows that the packet is sampled,
Construction is invoked to generate a new proof using
the router’s credential. Otherwise, Verification starts to
verify the carried proof. Once the verification succeeds, the
router executes Update to update the proof.
DstVerification runs on the destination and builds the

last defense against packet modification and injection (lines
33-39 in Algorithm 2). It first recomputes DataHash, atop of
which Concealment is recomputed. The destination accepts
the packet only of the recomputed Concealment matches that
carried in the packet.

V. SECURITY

In this section, we analyze Hummingbird security against
the Dolev-Yao model [41]. It is a commonly used adversary
model by existing path validation solutions [5], [12], [14].
Specifically, the attacker can observe, drop, inject, replay, and
forward or alter packets.

A. Proof Unforgeability
A major security goal of path validation should guarantee

that the attacker can hardly forge a valid proof. In our
Hummingbird design, protected proof fields include Hidden-
Sample, ValidationProof, and Concealment. We use SHA3-256
[42] to compute HiddenSample and CMAC [43] to compute
ValidationProof and Concealment. The security of these fields
thus depend on the security of SHA3-256 and CMAC.

Theorem 2. Hummingbird proofs protected by SHA3-256 and
CMAC can hardly be forged by a probabilistic polynomial-
time-bounded attacker.

Proof. We have already demonstrated HiddenSample secu-
rity by robustness of SHA3-256 against hash collision in
Section IV-D. We hereby demonstrate security of Valida-
tionProof and Concealment through computation hardness
to crack CMAC [44]. Without knowing shared keys among
routers, the attacker has to forge proofs via brute-force attacks.
The probability of forging a valid 128-bit ValidationProof or
Concealment is 2−128, while the probability of forging both
is down to 2−256. Take the fastest supercomputer—Fugaku—
with a speed of 442 PFLOP/s as example [45]. Even if it can
complete one trial per FLOP, it still requires 4.2×1051 years to
brute-force 2256 trials on average. This would be impractically
time-consuming for the attacker.

B. Packet Alteration
The attackers may directly modify packet payloads as they

can hardly forge proof fields in the packet header. After
modifying the payload of a packet, the attacker needs to
recompute DataHash and replace the original one to evade
integrity check on intermediate routers. It is possible that a
modified packet will not be sampled and verified on inter-
mediate routers again. However, we also compute DataHash
into Concealment that must be verified on the destination. By
Theorem 2, Concealment with a modified DataHash cannot
hardly be forged by the attacker.

C. Packet Injection

The attacker may inject a forged packet or replayed packet
to routers. Hummingbird is secure against both types of
injection attacks.
• To forge a packet from scratch, the attacker has to forge

its corresponding Hummingbird header fields such as
HiddenSample, ValidationProof, and Concealment. With-
out knowing the involved secret key, the attacker can
hardly forge these fields by Theorem 2.

• The attacker may also resort to replaying a captured
valid packet [46]. Replayed packets can be detected
using packet Timestamps [12]. Specifically, Timestamp
records the creation time of a packet and thus represents
packet freshness. If the time gap between Timestamp
and the current time exceeds a threshold, the packet
is considered obsolete and discarded. Furthermore, we
include Timestamp in the computation of proof fields
such as HiddenSample and ValidationProof. The attacker
cannot forge HiddenSample and ValidationProof with a
tampered Timestamp either.

D. Packet Deviation

When the attacker deviates a packet to a different path
than enforced, the deviated can be deemed as either injected
or forged. In either case, the deviated packet can be easily
detected and discarded (Section V-A∼Section V-C)

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Humming-
bird through extensive experiments. The results demonstrate
that Hummingbird can guarantee an equal-probability sam-
pling over dynamic paths with unknown length. It can process
packets fairly fast and achieve a comparative throughput to the
state-of-the-art static path validation solution. The overhead of
Hummingbird header fields is 101 bytes irrespective with path
length. Hummingbird can achieve a throughput of 1.48 Gbps
given a single core and of 8.24 Gbps given four cores with a
10 Gbps link. Such Hummingbird performance is comparative
to that of state-of-the-art static path validation solutions.

A. Methodology and Settings

We implement Hummingbird using the Click router [26]. To
measure the throughput, we directly connect two machines fol-
lowing the design of OPT [12] and EPIC [14]. Each machine
uses an Intel i7-9700 CPU (3.00 GHz) with an Ubuntu 18.04
operating system. We use Intel AES-NI hardware instructions
[47] to accelerate cryptography computation. Since Humming-
bird is the only path validation solution that supports fully
dynamic paths (Table I), we derive a non-sampling baseline out
of Hummingbird for efficiency comparison. Specifically, the
baseline solution follows the design philosophy in Section IV
without including HiddenSample. It thus enables routers to
always verify proofs in the received packets and contruct
proofs of their own for the next hop to verify.

The evaluation aims to answer the following questions:
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Fig. 4: The number of packets out of 10,000 sampled on a
router yet not on its downstream routers with varying path
length.

• Can Hummingbird achieve an equal-probability sampling
of packets?

• Can Hummingbird leverage probabilistic sampling toward
being practically efficient?

B. Sampling Probability

We have proved that Hummingbird can guarantee an equal-
probability sampling by Theorem 1. Given P packets over an
N -hop path, the number of packets sampled by a router yet
not by its downstream routers approximates as P/(N−1). The
destination does not participate in sampling. Figure 4 shows
the number of such packets out of 10,000 test packets with
varying path length. The key observation is that for any path
length, sample counts are uniformly distributed across different
hops. Consider the 6-hop path for example. The expected
sample count in theory should be 10000/(6− 1) = 2000. The
collected statistics for sample counts are {2020, 1993, 1998,
2014, 1975}, well matching with the theoretical distribution.

C. Proof Size

We measure the communication overhead of Hummingbird
in terms of proof size. We expect fields to be as concise as
possible so that packets can carry more payloads. Table III
shows the size of each Hummingbird field detailed in Sec-
tion IV-B under a 128-bit security level. As with Baseline,
Hummingbird guarantees a constant proof size regardless of
payload size and path length. We include the PPV as state-
of-the-art constant-size–proof design as well. Hummingbird
has a proof size of 101 bytes, in comparison with 69 bytes for
Baseline and 64 bytes for PPV. The major size difference arises
from the additional HiddenSample field that Hummingbird
introduces to hide the sample state. Albeit Hummingbird needs
a relatively longer proof than Baseline does, it outperforms
Baseline in processing delay, throughput, and the ultimate
goodput. We next report corresponding comparison results.

D. Processing Speed per Function

Packet processing on a Hummingbird router involves
six functions—SrcInitialization, EpSampling,
Construction, Verification, Update, and

TABLE III: Proof size (in byte) comparison under a 128-bit
security level.

Field Solution

Hummingbird Baseline PPV

HiddenSample 32 / /
HopCount 1 1 /
DataHash 16 16 /
SessionID 16 16 16
Timestamp 4 4 16 (FlowID)

Concealment 16 16 16 (MVF)
ValidationProof 16 16 32 (Others)

Total 101 69 64

DstVerification (Section IV). SrcInitialization
and DstVerification run on only the source and the
destination, respectively. EpSampling runs on the source
and intermediate routers. If they EpSampling returns 1, they
further invoke Construction for generating validation
proofs. Otherwise, they invoke Update for randomizing the
validation proof and hiding the sample state. Verification
runs on the intermediate and destination routers for verifying
Hummingbird header fields. Verification accordingly
splits into two sub-functions. One uses HiddenSample to
verify whether a packet is sampled by the previous hop (line
13 in Algorithm 2). If yes, the other uses ValidationProof
to verify the proof of the previous hop (lines 14-27 in
Algorithm 2).

We measure the average processing speed of each function
using 100,000 packets each with 1,000-byte payload. Table IV
reports the measurement results in comparison with Baseline.
For SrcInitialization, Update, Verification of
ValidationProof, and DstVerification that have similar
functionalities in Baseline, Hummingbird yields a faster pro-
cessing. In contrast, EpSampling, Construction, and
Verification of HiddenSample exist only in Humming-
bird, with no counterpart in Baseline. EpSampling and
Verification of HiddenSample are fairly fast, taking
0.26 + 1.68 = 1.94 × 10−7 seconds. Construction takes
5.61 × 10−7 seconds. Although Construction is a bit
slower, it takes effect only when EpSampling returns Flag
= 1 with a low probability. We do not showcase the measure-
ments with varying path length and payload size as packet
processing time is insensitive to them (Section VI-C).

E. Processing Speed per Router

Figure 5 reports packet processing time across different
routers. Again, the statistics are collected over 100,000 packets
each with 1,000-byte payload.
Source router. The packet processing time of Hummingbird
on the source can be estimated as:

Tsrc = Tinit + Tconstr.
Tinit and Tconstr denote the time of SrcInitialization
and Construction, respectively. Under a 128-bit security
level, Hummingbird needs 1.44 µs to construct proofs. In
comparison, Baseline takes 1.15 µs. The slightly extra time
Hummingbird takes is to compute HiddenSample.
Intermediate router. Let Pn denote the probability of a
packet being sampled on the nth router. Let Ts, Tc, Tvh, Tvv ,
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TABLE IV: Packet processing speed (10−7 second) per function using 100,000 test packets each with 1,000-byte payload.

Solution
Packet Processing Function

SrcInitialization EpSampling Construction Verification Update DstVerification
HiddenSample ValidationProof

Baseline 11.48 / / / 8.84 2.86 2.67
Hummingbird 8.74 0.26 5.61 1.68 8.70 1.68 2.74
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Fig. 5: Packet processing speed (10−7 second) per router using
100,000 test packets each with 1,000-byte payload.

and Tu denote the time of EpSampling, Construction,
Verification of HiddenSample, Verification of Val-
idationProof, and Update, respectively. The overall packet
process time of Hummingbird on an intermediate router can
be defined as:

Tir = Ts + PnTc + (1− Pn)(Tvh + Pn−1Tvv + Tu)

= Ts +
1

n
(Tc + Tvv) +

n− 1

n
(Tvh + Tu).

Different from the packet processing time on the source, the
packet processing time on an intermediate router is no longer
a constant. It depends on the sampling probability, which
decreases with HopCount (Algorithm 1). The more routers that
the packet has traversed, the less likely it is sampled on the
current router. The less process time it thus may experience as
well. Furthermore, this also indicates a shorter process time
on the next hop where ValidationProof is less likely to be
necessary for Verification. As shown in Figure 5, the
average packet processing time of Hummingbird on the second
hop is 0.91 µs, while it decreases to 0.50 µs on the eighth
hop. In contrast, Baseline imposes a constant processing time
about 0.88 + 0.29 = 1.17 µs on intermediate routers, where
verifying and updating proofs contribute 0.88 µs and 0.29 µs,
respectively. The efficiency gap between Hummingbird and
Baseline thus increases with path length. Note that the pro-
cessing time of Hummingbird on the source and a specific
intermediate router is insensitive to path length. This further
demonstrates that Hummingbird supports fully dynamic paths
with unknown path length.
Destination router. The packet processing time of Humming-
bird on the destination can be estimated as:

Tdst = Tvh + Pn−1Tvv + Tdv

= Tvh +
1

n− 1
Tvv + Tdv,

where Pn−1 is the probability that the packet is sampled
by the previous router; Tvh, Tvv , and Tdv denote the time
of Verification of HiddenSample, Verification of
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Fig. 6: Comparison of throughput with varying payload size
and path length.

ValidationProof, and DstVerification, respectively. As
path length increases, the probability of the second-last hop
sampling a packet decreases. Therefore, the destination is
more likely to take less time for DstVerification. For
example, when the path length is 8, the destination takes
0.57 µs to process the packet. When the path length scales
to 12, the destination only takes 0.52 µs. In contrast, Baseline
imposes a slower processing on the destination, being about
1.15 µs irrespective with path length.

F. Throughput

We now measure the throughput of Hummingbird in com-
parison with that of Baseline. As shown in Figure 6, through-
put of both Hummingbird and Baseline increases with payload
and decreases with path length. First, the payload size does
not affect the processing time (Section VI-D). A larger payload
size yields more data being processed and transmitted per unit
of time. Thus a higher throughput is achieved. For example,
when the payload size increases from 500 bytes to 1000 bytes,
the throughput of Hummingbird increases from 0.91 Gbps to
1.48 Gbps given a 2-hop path. Second, the total processing
time of a packet along an entire path increases as the path gets
longer. It thus takes more time to transmit a fixed-size packet
along a longer path; this decreases throughput. For example,
given a 1000-byte payload, the throughput of Hummingbird
decreases from 1.48 Gbps to 1.00 Gbps when path length
increases from 2 to 8.

Hummingbird outperforms Baseline in terms of a much
higher throughput as path length increases. Consider the 1000-
byte payload scenario for example. When path length is
8, Hummingbird’s throughput is 49.3% higher than that of
Baseline. The improvement increases to 64.2% when path
length reaches 12.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of goodput with varying payload size and
path length.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of throughput with varying payload size
and path length.

G. Goodput

We report the measurements of goodput that reflects the
amount of effective data (i.e., payload) transmitted per unit
time. Let the goodput ratio define the ratio of payload size
and packet size. Then the goodput can be quantified as [12],
[14]:

goodput = throughput× goodput ratio.

As reported in Table III, the proof size of Hummingbird and
Baseline is 101 bytes and 69 bytes, respectively. Given a fixed
proof size, the goodput ratio increases with packet size. For
example, when the payload size is 500 bytes, the goodput
ratio of Hummingbird and Baseline is 76.57% and 80.52%,
respectively. When the payload size increases to 1000 bytes,
the goodput ratio of Hummingbird and Baseline increases
to 86.73% and 89.21%, respectively. We then measure the
goodput using the goodput ratio and the throughput reported
in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 7, Hummingbird yields a
higher goodput than Baseline does. The benefit increases with
path length.

H. Comparison with Static Path Validation

To justify the scale of throughput and goodput reported
in Figure 6 and Figure 7, we implement the state-of-the-art
static path validation solutions—EPIC [14] and PPV [13]—
as a reference. Both of them require the entire forward-
ing path to be known as a priori. EPIC enforces per-hop
validation while PPV, like Hummingbird, samples packets
to validate for boosting efficiency. As shown in Figure 8,
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Fig. 9: Comparison of goodput with varying payload size and
path length.

EPIC outperforms PPV and Hummingbird given relatively
short forwarding paths. For example, given 1,000-byte packets
along a 2-hop path, EPIC yields a 1.71 Gbps1 throughput
while Hummingbird throughput amounts to 1.48 Gbps. This
is because Hummingbird performs more complex calculation
to deal with dynamic paths. However, as paths become longer,
Hummingbird starts outperforming EPIC. Consider still 1,000-
byte packets in use for example. When path length increases
to 12, EPIC throughput is 0.59 Gbps while Hummingbird
yields a 42.37% higher throughput of 0.84 Gbps. This is
because that the longer the forwarding path is, the more
chances for Hummingbird to reduce the number of validations
by equal-probability sampling. With less validation overhead
comes a higher throughput than that of EPIC. The preceding
observations apply also to the goodput comparison reported
in Figure 9. Different from the comparison between EPIC and
Hummingbird, PPV constantly yields a higher throughput and
goodput than Hummingbird does. This is because PPV does
not enforce some of Hummingbird’s computations to support
dynamic path validation as well hidden sampling status.

I. Tradeoff between Security and Efficiency

As Hummingbird adopts probabilistic validation toward
tradeoff between security and efficiency, we investigate how
sampling impacts security and efficiency. The evaluation is
still compared against PPV [13] and EPIC [14].
Security. Hummingbird as well as PPV do not enforce hop-
wise validation as EPIC does. The forwarding misbehavior of
a certain path segment may be left undetected if they sample
no packets right when packets traverse the segment. However,
a flow usually consists of a large number of packets. Jointly
using validation results of co-flow packets, we can still detect
forwarding misbehaviors [13].

The key interest of security evaluation is how many packets
needed to cover the entire path [13]. EPIC performs hop-wise
validation so that one packet is sufficient, regardless of the path
length. Given an N -hop path, PPV needs N packets to achieve
the same effect [13]. This is because PPV samples each packet
only once and after being sampled, a packet carries only one

1Note that the 1.71 Gbps throughput of EPIC is relatively lower than the
original result in [14]. We suspect that this is because the test server used
in [14] can support up to 40 Gbps bandwidth while our server support up to
10 Gbps.
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Fig. 10: Average sampling count by Hummingbird throughput
packet forwarding with varying path length.

TABLE V: Comparison of packet count needed to detect
forwarding misbehaviors across the entire path.

Solution Path Length

n = 2 n = 4 n = 8 n = 12

EPIC 1 1 1 1
Hummingbird 1 2 3 4

PPV 1 4 8 12

segment’s proof. The re-sampling technique enables Hum-
mingbird to likely sample a packet more than once. Security
of Hummingbird is thus between that of PPV and EPIC. Since
the sampling rate of a packet is 1/k in Hummingbird, where
k is the hop-index of routers (Section IV-C), the expectation
of a packet being sampled x times per transmission is equal to
E(x) = 1+ 1

2 + ...+
1
k + ...+

1
N ≈ ln(N)+0.5772. Figure 10

shows the average sampling count of a packet out of 10,000
test packets with varying path length. Consider an 8-hop path
for example. The expected sampling count is ln(8)+0.5772 =
2.66. The measurement result is 25856/10000 = 2.59, well
conforming to the theoretical distribution. Considering that one
sampling corresponds to the distance of one hop, the average
distance a packet can cover is also ln(N)+ 0.5772. Thus, the
number of packets that Hummingbird needs to cover the entire
path is N/(ln(N)+0.5772). Table V summarizes the number
of packets that different solutions needed to cover the entire
path. Hummingbird stays in between PPV and EPIC in terms
of security.
Efficiency We further evaluate how the tradeoff of security
by Hummingbird and PPV helps them improve efficiency.
Performance metrics of interest are the total end-to-end pro-
cessing time across the entire forwarding path and the average
processing time on every enroute node. As shown in Figure 11
and Figure 12, as path length scales, Hummingbird is faster
than EPIC and slower than PPV. When path length is 12,
the average processing time on each router is 0.86 µs for
Hummingbird and 1.14 µs for EPIC.

J. Multi-core Acceleration

Finally, we investigate the effect of multi-core acceleration
for Hummingbird. We implement a multi-core version of
Hummingbird using DPDK [27] on an Intel Xeon E5-2630
v3 server [48]. The server features with 8 cores, 16 GB
memory, and two hardware network-interface cards (NICs).
Such NICs associate with Intel Corporation I350 Gigabit
Network Connection and Intel Corporation Ethernet Controller
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Fig. 11: Comparison of total end-to-end processing time with
varying path length.
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Fig. 12: Comparison of average processing time on each node
with varying path length.

X710, offering a 10 Gbps link. We expect throughput to
increase with core count available for packet processing.
Memory size for temporary packet storage, however, imposes
a practical restriction. Even though the router has sufficient
on-core computation resources to process more packets, it
can hardly do so with little remaining memory space for
storing those packets. Due to the relatively limited 16 GB
memory, the server we use reaches such peak usage when
4 cores are allocated for packet processing. Figure 13 reports
Hummingbird throughput with varying core count and payload
size on a 4-hop path. First, it echoes with preceding results
that given a fixed number of cores, throughput increases with
payload size. Second, of more focus of multi-core evaluation
is that given fixed payload size, throughput increases with
the number of allocated cores. Validating 1,000-byte packets,
Hummingbird achieves a 2.08 Gbps throughput using only one
core. It can be accelerated to 4.27 Gbps and 8.24 Gbps given
up to 2 cores and 4 cores, respectively.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed Hummingbird as the first path validation
solution that supports fully dynamic paths. In contrast with
existing path validation solutions, Hummingbird can better suit
for networks with flexible routing policies. It features an equal-
probability sampling technique to enforce efficient validation
of packets albeit with unknown path length. The sample state
is also hidden via a lightweight, non-cryptographic scheme.
Both strategies prevent attackers from distinguishing sampled
and unsampled packets and thus prevent them from selectively
attacking packet forwarding. We validate security and effi-
ciency of Hummingbird through both theoretical proof and
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Fig. 13: Hummingbird throughput with varying core count and
payload size on a 4-hop path.

experimental evaluation. The results demonstrate that Hum-
mingbird can guarantee an equal-probability sampling over
dynamic paths with unknown length. It can process packets
fairly fast and achieve a comparative throughput to the state-
of-the-art static path validation solution.

We suggest a lightweight enhancement for Hummingbird to
support path re-construction on the destination. Since Hum-
mingbird aims to validate dynamic paths, it is infeasible to
use a constant packet field to record forwarding paths as in
static path validation [12], [14], [15]. It is also prohibitively
inefficient to simply record all the possible dynamic paths
in the packet header [19]. Inspired by the hierarchy division
technique from Atlas [19], we introduce a dynamically updated
field, RTag, to record a divergence node (i.e., a router that
has multiple successors) that a packet traverses. RTag can be
appended to the Concealment field shown in Figure 3 so that
routers can process it without intervening the path validation
procedure as described in Section IV. The destination lever-
ages RTags in received packets for path re-construction as
follows.
• While the source and destination are designated with a

set of dynamic paths within a session, we first randomly
bound SessionID to a fixed static path in the set. The
bounding choice should be known to both the source and
destination as well as the enroute trusted routers.

• Once a trusted router receives a packet, it needs to add
no RTag if it is on the path bounded with SessionID.
Otherwise, the router adds an RTag into the header
to record its identifier. The first RTag indicates that
the packet has already deviated from the original path
bounded with SessionID. All subsequent trusted routers
need to append their RTags afterwards.

• When the destination receives the packet, it can re-
construct the path of trusted routers by splicing 1) trusted
routers on the SessionID bounded path prior to the first
RTag’s indicated router and 2) trusted routers correspond-
ing to all the RTags.

For future work, we plan to unleash Hummingbird speed
through hardware acceleration. The reported results in Sec-
tion VI are measured over software routers. Albeit software
routers tend to be more and more prevalent in large-scale data
centers, hardware routers are still critical for building a high-
speed infrastructure. We plan to offload as many Hummingbird
functionalities to FPGA boards [5] or Smart NICs [49]–[53]
as possible.
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